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Executive Summary
Prof Simanga Kumalo and Prof Gerald West
As 2015 draws to an end we look back over an important ‘transitional’ year in the life of the Ujamaa
Centre. The year has been ‘transitional’ in a number of respects. First, this is the first year in which we
have worked with only two full-time staff, Ms Comilla Laban and Rev Sithembiso Zwane. We have a
substantial team of part-time staff, but the limited numbers of full-time staff has meant that we have
been unable to respond to requests from communities that have not been a part of our formal activity
plan.
A second way in which our year has been ‘transitional’ is closely related to the first. We have recognized
that we must restructure the organization to work within a more limited budget and with few full-time
staff. Fortunately, Bread for the World commissioned an External Evaluation of the Ujamaa Centre
during 2015 and this has been a valuable resource in assisting us with the restructuring process. The
External Evaluation is available to all funding partners.
A third way in which our year has been ‘transitional’ has to do with the leadership of the Ujamaa Centre.
The Methodist Church of Southern Africa has for many years made a request to Prof Kumalo to take up
the position of Principal at the Seth Mokitini Methodist Seminary in Pietermaritzburg. The SMMS is one
of the most important Methodist seminaries on the African continent. Prof Kumalo has finally accepted
the appointment, and we in the Ujamaa Centre salute him and wish him well as he leads this very
significant resource on the African continent. However, this has meant that Prof Kumalo is unable to
continue in his role as the Director of the Ujamaa Centre, though he will remain on the Management
Committee. Fortunately, Prof Gerald West is willing to take up the role (again), with Rev Sithembiso
Zwane becoming the Deputy Director. So there is strong continuity in the leadership.
Finally, a fourth way in which our year has been ‘transitional’ is related to South Africa’s coming of age
in 2016. Our young democracy is now 21 years old! While there is much to celebrate, many challenges
remain, and our work engages directly with these challenges. We can no longer speak of South Africa’s
‘transition’ to democracy; we must embrace our ‘adult’ democracy and take responsibility for forging a
just democratic future for all, particularly the most vulnerable.
As our work during 2015 demonstrates, the Ujamaa Centre continues to work among the poor and
marginalized in each of our five programme areas. Our ‘theory of change’ locates religion at the centre
of social transformation, and so this is where our resources are situated. Without religious change there
will be no social change. Religion is the ‘glue’ of our communities, and so we must engage with religion if
we are to make a difference. Religion stigmatizes the HIV positive person, the abused woman, the
disabled man, the unemployed person, etc. Our work within the Body Theology Programme recovers
the dignity and agency of each of these, enabling them to become active citizens of our democracy,
taking possession of all the opportunities our democracy has to offer.
There are serious economic constraints, which is why our Bread Theology Programme is so important.
Again our Contextual Bible Study resources facilitate forms of religious change that enable the

unemployed to seek work, understanding as they now do that God is not punishing them with
unemployment. Indeed, they discover, God stands with them over against unjust economic systems.
Our Public Theology Programme offers leadership within the prophetic movement in South Africa. As
the work within this programme demonstrates, we play an important role in ‘connecting prophetic
voices’ across our country and the African continent. The dominant form of theology in South Africa and
across the African continent is what the Kairos Document (1985) called ‘church theology’, a form of
individualized theology that withdraws from the public realm. The Ujamaa Centre is one of the few faithbased organisations that has remained faithful to what the Kairos Document called ‘prophetic theology’.
Indeed, the Ujamaa Centre has been instrumental in what has become known as the ‘Elmina
Statement’, a statement on homosexuality (see
http://ujamaa.ukzn.ac.za/RESOURCES_OF_UJAMAA/Sexualityconsultation.aspx
What is important about this ‘Statement’ is that it offers a shift in how we might engage with issues of
sexuality on the African continent. The ‘Statement’ is, in our view, the beginning of a theological shift in
our African discourse, and so a kind of ‘kairos’ moment. Theology around sexuality has tended to be
focussed on the individual, using either the resources of evangelical ‘moral’ theology or the resources of
liberal ‘human rights’ theology. While these theologies may offer us some resources they remain
resolutely individual in their focus. What the ‘Elmina Statement’ does is to move beyond the individual
to the systems that marginalise certain sexualities. The ‘Statement’ is ‘kairo’-like not only for this shift in
theological orientation. It is ‘kairos’-like in that it is the product of a long process of cross-sectoral
consultation in which the voices of marginalised sexualities have been central. It is only a small
beginning, but both in terms of process and shape it is a significant beginning.
From our comments above it is also clear that the various ‘programmes’ of the Ujamaa Centre intersect
to form one overall ‘Programme’ of work. Religious discrimination affects not only the HIV positive, but
also the unemployed. Systemic economic analysis is important not only to the unemployed but also to
gay and lesbian Africans.
The same is true of our other two ‘programmes’, Earth Theology and Peoples Theology. While we
undertake particular work in each of these two areas, there is a strong overlap with our work in the
other programmes. Religion (and culture) are central to land and environmental issues, but there is a
general lack in our ‘church theology’ churches to address these issues theologically. So the work we are
doing within Earth Theology is providing modest but significant ‘prophetic’ resources.
Similarly with the People’s Theology work, where we recognise the religious capacity of social
movements and African Independent Churches, not just the traditional ‘mainline’ (or ‘settler initiated
churches’).
As we prepare for the work in 2016 we are becoming even more overt about our Theory of Change and
how each of our activities is located within the Theory of Change. We are also paying careful attention
to how Monitoring and Evaluation can be integrated into each and every activity.

BODY THEOLOGY
Co-ordinator: Prof GO West
Part Time Staff:
Ms Bongi Zengele
Ms Belinda Crawford
Introduction
In this report the Body Theology Programme provides a record of work done in the area of Sexuality, HIV
and Gender Based Violence (GBV) in 2015. The workshops reflect the work done at local, national &
international platforms.

Group discussion on sexuality, HIV and Gender Based Violence
Activity
Networking

When & Where
25-30 January 2015,
Bogota, Colombia

With Whom
KerkinActie & CEBI,
church leaders

What & How
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on structures of
violence: Tamar,
including gender-based
violence and
masculinity by Prof G
West
Outcomes: Input from
beneficiaries led to
redrafting of the Ujamaa
Manual, translation &

Numbers
45 Participants
17 Women
28 Men

Community
dialogue

22 February 2015,
‘France community’
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Gays & Lesbian
Network, church
leaders

International
Conference

24-25 March 2015,
Stellenbosch, Western
Cape, RSA

(Biblica
International),
academics

Workshop

26 March 2015,
ENseleni, KwaZuluNatal, RSA

Members of HIV &
AIDS support
groups & children
living with HIV

Community
dialogue

8 April 2015, Imbali
Township,
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Gays & Lesbian
Network, church
leaders

Workshop

5-7 May 2015, Xai Xai
Community,
Mozambique

World Vision,
church leadership,
women groups and
Faith Based
Organizations

academic paper
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on the Bible &
Homosexuality
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
in the community
participated in dialogues
on religion & sexuality
Conversations on the
Bible, the values of CBS,
gender violence and
masculinity and
academic article by Prof
G West
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
mobilized and
participated in advocacy
initiatives
Promoting ‘Positive
living’ among HIV
positive support groups
& Contextual Bible
Study on the Book of
Lazarus facilitated by Ms
Bongi Zengele
Outcomes: HIV positive
couples participated in
follow up seminars &
counselling sessions
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on the Bible &
Homosexuality
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
in the community
participate in dialogues
on religion & sexuality
Contextual Bible Study
on Gender & HIV using
the Gospel of John
presented by Rev M
Maluleke & Ms Elisa
Schroeder in partnership
with World Vision

30 Participants
21 Women
9 Men

25 Participants
9 Women
16 Men

40 Participants
30 Women
10 Men

35 Participants
15 Women
20 Men

40 Participants
25 Women
15 Men

Workshop

20-21 May 2015,
Stellenbosch, Western
Cape, RSA

University of
Stellenbosch,
Inclusive &
Affirming Ministries
(IAM), Centre for
Christian
Spirituality

Workshop

25-28 May 2015,
Durban, KwaZuluNatal, RSA

Rwandan Refugee
Women

Workshop

17 June 2015,
Windhoek, Namibia

Anglican Church

Workshop

20-24 June 2015,
Woking, England

Anglican
Communion,
church leaders

Society of
Biblical
Literature
International
Meeting

20-24 July 2015,
Buenos Aires,
Argentina

International
Academics in
Biblical Studies

Outcomes: Partnership
with World Vision
strengthened
Presentation on How to
work with the Bible on
LGBTI issues and
academic article by Prof
G West
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
develop new Contextual
Bible Studies on LGBTI
Exploring gender
injustices in the context
of Xenophobia &
Reconciliation by Dr R
Nyirimana
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
engages community on
reconciliation
Contextual Bible Studies
on Redemptive
masculinity (and their
appropriation in the
context of gender based
violence) facilitated by
Ms I Hilukiluah
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
re-reading sacred texts
in the context of Gender
Based Violence
Contextual Bible Studies
(CBS) on ‘Suggar
Daddy’s & HIV’ focusing
on the Book of Ruth
facilitated by Prof G
West
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
input led to the Bible
Studies series produced
by Ujamaa Centre
Contextual Bible Studies
(CBS) on ‘Suggar
Daddy’s & HIV’ focusing
on the Book of Ruth and
academic article by Prof
G West
Outcomes: Beneficiaries

55 Participants
28 Women
27 Men

20 Participants
20 Women

20 Participants
12 Women
8 Men

9 Participants
4 Women
5 Men

54 Participants
24 Women
30 Men

participate in advocacy
initiatives
XX1
Quinquennial
World
Congress of
the
International
Association for
History of
Religions
Workshop

23-29 August 2015,
Erfurt, Germany

International
Academics, church
leaders

2-4 September 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Gays & Lesbian
Network, (Nigerian
Project on Sexuality
with Arcus
Foundation) church
leaders

Consultation

6-11 September 2015,
Elmina, Cape Coast,
Ghana

Chicago
Consultation &
Arcus Foundation

Workshop

29 September 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Gays & Lesbian
Network, (Nigerian
Project on Sexuality
with Arcus
Foundation) church
leaders

CHART
Seminar

7 October 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Academics,
students & church
leaders

Workshop

2-6 November 2015,

DKA Austria,

Keynote address on how
the Bible is used in the
South African Public
Realm and an academic
article by Prof G West
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
were consciotize to use
the Bible for justice and
social transformation
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on the Bible &
Homosexuality
facilitated by Prof G
West:
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in advocacy
and community
dialogues by LGBTI
community
Ujamaa co-hosted &
facilitated the discussion
on sexuality & religion:
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
contributed to CBS
training, advocacy &
production of the
statement on sexuality
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on the Bible &
Homosexuality
facilitated by Prof G
West:
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in advocacy
and community
dialogues on LGBTI
Presentation on ‘Suggar
Daddy’s & HIV’ and
academic article by Prof
G West
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
engages Men through
advocacy
Contextual Bible Study

93 Participants
36 Women
57 Men

27 Participants
12 Women
15 Men

43 Participants
19 Women
24 Men

15 Participants
8 Women
7 Men

56 Participants
29 Women
27 Men

26 Participants

Nairobi, Kenya

Catholic Church &
Faith Based
Organizations

Workshop

15-16 November
2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

HIV and AIDS
Support Groups,
Ujamaa Centre

World AIDS
Day

1 December 2015

KwaZulu-Natal HIV
support Groups in
Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg,

Public
Mobilization &
Advocacy

8 December 2015,
‘France community’ in
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Premier’s Office,
SAPS, Ujamaa
Centre, Dept. of
health, Community
Watch Men,
Government
Departments

Workshop

10 December 2015,
Mpumuza, KwaZuluNatal, RSA

Community,
activists & church
leaders

Training (CBS) by Rev S
Zwane, Ms Bongi
Zengele & Ms Hanna
Wapenaar on Gender
Based Violence
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
proposed a CBS training
project for East Africa
region
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on ‘Positive Living’
facilitated by Ms B
Zengele
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
discloses their status
and living positively with
HIV
Candle Light Service &
HIV prevention training
organized by Ujamaa
Centre and facilitated by
Ms Bongi Zengele
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
provide training for
communities on HIV
prevention
16 Days of activism,
challenging Abusive
Men: Redemptive
masculinities supported
by Government:
Facilitated by Ujamaa
Centre staff Ms Bongi
Zengele & Ms Belinda
Crawford
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
lobby & participate in
advocacy on Gender
Based Violence
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on Gender & HIV
among couples living
with HIV facilitated by
Ms B Crawford
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in couple
testing and counselling

16 Women
10 Men

35 Participants
20 Women
15 Men

260 Participants
-+220 Women
-+40 Men

150 Participants
-+ 80 Women
-+70 Men

35 Participants
25 Women
10 men

Workshop

11 December 2015, E
Nseleni, KwaZuluNatal, RSA

HIV Positive
Support Group
members, churches

Workshop

14 December 2015,
Imbali,
Pietermaritzburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

Community,
activists & church
leaders

Public
Mobilization &
Advocacy

15 December 2015,
Mt Elias, Wartburg,
KwaZulu-Natal, RSA

MT Elias
Community,
UMshathi
Municipality

Public
Mobilization &
Advocacy

15 December 2015,
Mpolweni, KwaZuluNatal, RSA

Social
Development,
Department of
Health, Mpolweni
community &
Ujamaa Centre

Community
Dialogue

15 December 2015,
KwaZulu, RSA

KwaZulu-Natal
Regional Christian
Council (KRCC)

Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on Gender & HIV
among children &
teenagers facilitated by
Ms B Crawford
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
encourage ‘Positive
living’ among couples
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) on Gender Based
Violence & HIV among
children facilitated by
Ms B Crawford
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
Increase knowledge of
Prevention of Mother to
Child Transmission
Public meeting on 16
Days of activism for no
violence against women
& children by Ms B
Crawford
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in advocacy
and community
mobilization
A Public Holiday:
Government &
Communities
challenging Gender
Based Violence by
Ujamaa Centre staff
with Government
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in the
formation of District
Men’s Policing Forum to
report Gender Based
Violence
Contextual Bible Study
(CBS) as a tool for
dialogue with church
leaders & community on
the Bible &
Homosexuality
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:

30 Participants
20 Women
10 Men

25 Participants
15 Women
10 Men

80 Participants
55 Women
25 Men

300 Participants
-+180 Women
-+120 Men

45 Participants
28 Women
12 Men

Beneficiaries participate
in advocacy &
conscioutization among
church & community
leaders

Description
The Body Theology Programme is concerned primarily with the theme of sexuality, HIV and Gender
Based Violence and the role of religion. Religion is problematized because it can either be a problem or a
solution to the dynamics of sexuality, HIV & Gender Based Violence. Scholars like Mercy Oduyoye
argued that religion & culture are partners in the oppression of women in Africa. Religion & culture also
play a similar role in the oppression of vulnerable groups like LGBTI, HIV positive people (especially
women) & victims of Gender Based Violence.
The Body Theology Programme has done exceptional work in creating spaces of dialogue within the
community, the church and the academy on sexuality, HIV & Gender. The partnerships with Gays &
Lesbian Network in Pietermaritzburg; Siyaphila support groups, Illovo Women Newtork has been
extremely helpful in our community dialogues on the Bible & Homosexuality, HIV positive living &
Gender & Redemptive masculinities. The Programme is committed to challenging the dominant
narrative on sexuality, HIV & Gender Based Violence in the public real which oppresses vulnerable
groups especially the LGBTI community, HIV positive members of support groups and victims of Gender
based Violence. Women are often the most vulnerable groups in communities because of structural &
systemic patriarchy. The activities of the Programme in 2015 focused on the theme of sexuality, HIV &
Gender Based Violence (GBV).

Analysis
Sexuality remains the most debated subject in our context especially in areas of culture, religion and the
law. Conservative traditionalists perpetuate hate crime and homophobia with their inflammatory views
about same sex relationships. The dominant cultural view is that homosexuality is not African and
therefore is an ‘unnatural’ behavior to African culture. Homosexuality in traditional and conservative
African cultures is believed to be a Western practice that must be rejected by Africans. This is not
entirely true because there is evidence that homosexuality did exist in Africa in 1800s but was never
defined as ‘homosexuality’ as it was kept a secret. Advocates of these negative cultural beliefs do not
always substantiate their views except to claim that this practice is not ‘normal’ in an African culture,
tradition and religion, hence the stigma and discrimination of same-sex relationships in the community.
Same sex relationships are extremely contested in the African culture and have polarized communities
and churches.
The critical challenge has been the role of the church on the issue of sexuality, and this has been a
critical problem. The church has been prophetic in the past on issues pertaining to political and
economic emancipation, but on the issue of sexuality the church seem to have abandoned its prophetic
stance as a church of God that promotes the theology of love for those created in the image of God
irrespective of their sexual orientation. The developments within the Anglican Communion and the
decision of the Primates to suspend the Episcopal church of United States of America (USA) and Canada
are a reflection of this contestation.

The Body Theology Programme has been successful in navigating through the ‘conservative spaces’ in
communities and churches through dialogue. The dialogues in communities and churches on the
sexuality, especially the relationship between the Bible & Homosexuality are being held to engage with
the Bible. The coordinator has also written extensively and presented academic papers at international
conferences as reflected in this report. It is critical that there is religious dialogue on sexuality in
communities and churches. The distorted evangelical view of biblical texts on sexuality; particularly
same sex relationships are a major concern for the Programme. The community dialogues, seminar and
public lectures are being used to critically engage this distortion of scripture. There is also hope in the
Constitution of South Africa which protects the rights of individuals in the society, particularly the right
of LGBTI community. The Body Theology Programme will partner with organizations and churches that
protect the rights of minority groups like LGBTI, HIV positive support groups and victims of Gender
Based Violence. The stigma & discrimination experienced by LGBTI is not a new phenomenon, the same
was experienced by HIV positive activists in the past. The members of HIV support groups were treated
as outcast in their own communities because of ignorance. The Programme has a responsibility to
engage critically with oppressive forces in the community and the church. Gender Based Violence
continues unabated in our communities and homes, the women remain the victims of this abuse of
power that continue to entrench patriarchy. Similar to sexuality & HIV, Gender Based Violence is a
product of a systemic and structural injustice that must be challenged by society.
Planning
This year (2016) the Programme will organize the inaugural Eudy Simelane Public Lecture on sexuality &
HIV to be presented by Judge Edwin Cameron, a retired respected Constitutional Court Judge who is an
advocate of rights of LGBTI and the people living positively with HIV.
Conclusion
The activities reflected in this report demonstrate the challenges that the Programme is responding to in
the communities of poor and marginalized. The theme of sexuality, HIV and Gender Based Violence will
continue to feature prominently in 2016.

BREAD THEOLOGY
Co-ordinator: Rev Sithembiso Zwane
Part Time Staff:
Ms Belinda Crawford
Mr Roger Ndawula
Introduction
The Bread Theology Programme report is a synopsis of the work done in the area of Economic Justice &
Work. The work has taken place through workshops, public lectures and academic modules. The work
took place in South Africa and the continent in 2015 and will continue in 2016.

Rev Sipho Mtetwa presenting the 7th Annual Mzwandile R Nunes Memorial Lecture during the ‘Faith &
Development Mzwandile R Nunes Week.
Activity

When & Where

With Whom

What & How

Numbers

Meeting

8-12 February 2015,
Durban, RSA

African Research
Associates, Staff &
Board

Strategic planning &
Monitoring &
Evaluation facilitated
by Prof G West, Rev
S Gwala & Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
mainstreaming

25 Participants
10 Women
15 Men

Workshop

25-27 March 2015,
Pretoria, RSA

ICCO, NGOs & FBO,
Business, Academic
institutions

Workshop

13-15 April 2015,
Estcourt, RSA

Unemployed Youth,
church leaders

Workshop

17-18 April 2015,
Maputo,
Mozambique

Community, church
leaders, unemployed
youth & Landless
Movements groups

Workshop

10 May 2015, Kwa
Nxamalala, RSA

Unemployed youth,
church leaders

Ujamaa work
Socio-economic
challenges facing the
NGOs & FBOs in the
funding sector in
South Africa
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries explore
local funding
strategies
Contextual Bible
Study on Leadership
for economic
empowerment
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
community
mobilization
Contextual Bible
Study (CBS) on Land
Dispossession as an
Economic Injustice
using 2 Kings 21-1-16
facilitated by Rev H
Carlos
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
community
mobilization
Contextual Bible
Study on Leadership
for economic
empowerment
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
community
mobilization

40 Participants
22 Women
18 Men

34 participants
21 Women
13 Men

13 Participants
11 Women
2 Men

20 Participants
12 Women
8 Men

Worker
28 May 2015, Kwa
Sunday Launch Nxamalala

Unemployed youth,
church leaders,
government
departments, political
leaders, unionist &
academics

Worker
8 June 2015, Durban,
Sunday Service RSA

Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Durban
Area

Worker
22 July 2015,
Sunday Service Ladysmith, RSA

The NDJ Ethiopian
Catholic Church in
Zion

Workshop

26 August 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Unemployed youth,
Kwa Nxamalala

Worker
Sunday

24 September 2015,
Estcourt, RSA

Unemployed youth,
church leaders &
business

Community
mobilization on the
challenge of
unemployment,
poverty & inequality
in South Africa
organized by Ujamaa
Centre
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries who
are unemployed
lobby government
on youth
unemployment and
economic injustice
Economic justice &
theology of work
seminar facilitated
by Rev S Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
conscioutization in
the church
Economic justice &
theology of work
seminar facilitated
by Rev S Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
campaigns for
economic justice
Economic literacy &
skills development
on job hunting for
unemployed youth
facilitated by Ms B
Crawford
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
improves job hunting
skills
Public presentation
on economic
development &
religion by Rev S

350 Participants
-+260 Women
-+ 90 Men

220 participants
-+80 Women
-+40 Men

150 Participants
-+110 Women
-+40 Men

30 Participants
14 Women
16 Men

22 Participants
12 Women
10 Men

Worker
10 October 2015, Ka
Sunday Service Caluza,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Unemployed youth,
church leaders

Workshop

2-6 November 2015,
Nairobi, Kenya

DKA, RICATLA &
Catholic Church

Workshop

6 November 2015,
Mt Elias, RSA

Unemployed youth,
community leaders

Mzwandile R
Nunes
Memorial
Lecture

27 November 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Unemployed youth,
community activists &
academics

Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
lobbying for job
creation & solidarity
with the
unemployed
Sermon on the
theology of work &
justice by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries in the
church participate in
advocacy
Contextual Bible
Study (CBS) Training
on economic justice
& theology of work
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries form
new networks on
economic justice &
solidarity
Exploring the
economic benefits
for job seekers and
sharpening their job
hunting skills
facilitated by Ms B
Crawford
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
consciotize develop
confidence to apply
for jobs
The theme of the
lecture was ‘Faith &
Development’: a
socio-economic
journey from
Apartheid to
Liberation presented
by Rev S Mtetwa
Outcomes: A
partnership with the

150 Participants
-+ 86 Women
-+ 64 Men

26 Participants
16 Women
10 Men

20 participants
12 Women
8 Men

80 Participants
50 Women
30 Men

Workshop

17 December 2015,
Kwa Nxamalala

Unemployed youth,
church leaders

Research

December 2015

Publication

Office of The Premier
A presentation on
18 Participants
Economic justice &
8 Women
Work – addressing
10 Men
the challenges of
unemployment,
poverty & inequality
facilitated by rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
organizing Worker
Sunday Campaigns
for advocacy &
mobilization
Research &
None
publication on
economic justice &
unemployment
Outcomes: An
academic article on
the role of the
church in addressing
the challenges of
unemployment in
South Africa:
Problem or Solution?
By Rev S Zwane

Description
The Bread Theology Programme addresses ‘Bread & Butter’ issues in our context and is concerned with
the theme of Economic Justice & Work, particularly stagnant economic growth that has resulted in
chronic unemployment & abject poverty for the majority of the unemployed youth. Unemployment has
led to increase in casualization of work as the majority of the working class search for job opportunities.
The Programme addresses the critical theme of economic justice & work among the unemployed youth.
The Programme also engages with church leadership for solidarity with the unemployed on job creation
and economic policy reform.

Unemployed youth participants with Ujamaa staff at the Faith & Development Mzwandile R Nunes
Memorial Week
Analysis
The Bread Theology Programme is grappling with the socio-economic contradictions in our context that
are manifested through youth unemployment, poverty and inequality on one hand and the growth of
tenderpreneurs on the other. The contradictions are evident in the increase of the black middle class in
urban areas and extreme poverty confronting the working class in the rural and semi-rural areas. There
is high unemployment rate in the rural areas and poor service delivery. Those mostly affected by
unemployment are women, hence the link between Body Theology and Bread Theology on economic
impact on women. Women bear the brunt of poverty in the poor communities. It is therefore important
for the programme to focus mostly on unemployment as a socio-economic problem.
The recent unemployment statistics in South Africa indicates that unemployment is at 25.5% which
means about 5.8 Million people; mostly young women graduates are affected. This excludes those who
are discouraged and no longer looking for work. This therefore suggests that the number could be
higher than the figure indicated in the statistics. The official political opposition, the Democratic Alliance
(DA) in South Africa suggests that the real unemployment rate is about 28% which means about 8.3
Million people are unemployed. These numbers are all subject to interpretation; but paint a gloomy
picture of joblessness and hopelessness. The National Development Plan (NDP) had projected that the
economy will grow by 5% in 2019, this is not likely to happen, and currently the economy is projected to
grow by 1% which is by far below the anticipated growth rate. This is therefore not adequate to create
productive and decent work that the programme is advocating for in South Africa. Our primary

responsibility in the Bread Theology Programme is to build leadership capacity among the unemployed
youth and help them understand the ideological construction of the economic system that creates
unemployment and a class society.
The economic system is designed to accumulate profit at the expense of the poor and vulnerable. It is
therefore crucial that the unemployed youth understand the structural & systemic challenges creating
unemployment so that they are able to challenge the economic injustices in society. The activities reflect
that we have been able to do this with the unemployed youth in Pietermaritzburg, KwaZulu-Natal. The
fundamental challenge is to balance the ideological consciousness with a pragmatic response to poverty
& hunger facing the unemployed youth and their families. We have introduced the job readiness project
as a tool to prepare unemployed youth for possible employment. This does not guarantee employment,
but is an attempt to respond to the pragmatic and immediate need for jobs. Part of the job readiness is
to link the trained unemployed youth with learnerships, job adverts and different government
departments to access skills development training opportunities. This is important in the context of an
imminent recession in South Africa and global economic crisis among the developing economies. There
is a growing need for the creation of work for the majority of the unemployed in the country.
Planning
The work of the programme will continue to focus on our ideo-theological framework and job readiness
project. The Worker Sunday Campaign will be used by the unemployed youth and churches to lobby
government and business on job creation.
Conclusion
The year 2015 has been a very productive and extremely challenging year for the programme. We are
optimistic that the work will continue in 2016 focusing primarily on assisting unemployed youth to
challenge joblessness through the Worker Sunday Campaign.

PUBLIC THEOLOGY
Co-ordinator: Prof Simangaliso Kumalo
Part Time Staff:
Rev Joey Naika
Mr Roger Ndawulla
Introduction
The Public Theology Programme report underscores its research contribution to scholarship and
ecumenical critical engagement. The report provides an overview of the work done in 2015 particularly
public lectures.

Rev Dr Jeremiah Wright and Dr Allan Boesak presenting on church-state to church leaders and theology
students at the University of KwaZulu-Natal.
Activity
Public Lecture

When & Where
6 March 2015, UKZN,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

With Whom
Academics &
Students

What & How
A public lecture on nonviolence resistance as
‘Prophetic Public
Theology’ for the church
in the case of PalestineIsrael conflict presented
by Prof R Sider
Outcomes: Beneficiaries

Numbers
40 Participants
25 Women
15 Men

Consultation

16 April 2015, UKZN,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Black Methodist
Consultation
(BMC)

Public Lecture

10 May 2015,
Durban, RSA

Diakonia Council
of Churches &
Beyers Naude
Centre for Public
Theology

Seminar

12 May 2015, UKZN,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Academics,
Foreign Nationals
& University
Students

Workshop

13 June 2015, Lusaka, Council of
Zambia
Churches of
Zambia (CCZ)

Public Lecture

24 August 2015,
UKZN,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Academics,
University
management,
Students & church

discuss church-state
relation in the
community
Introduction to Ujamaa
Public Theology to Black
Methodist Consultation
which represents the
MCSA leadership by Rev
Prof R Kumalo
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
partner & collaborate on
Public theology among
FBOs
Reviving the ‘Prophetic
Tradition’ within
Ecumenical movements
for effective ‘Public
Theology’ in South
Africa by Rev Prof
Barney Pityane
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
Partners & collaborate
among FBOs
A seminar presentation
on Xenophobia and the
concept of ‘Bantuness’
as a positive ‘identity’
for social cohesion by Dr
W Mafutha
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
in the University reflect
& discuss ‘identity’
among the University
community
Theological reflection &
analysis on governance
& democracy in the
public realm by Rev K
Mabuluki
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
critically engages church
leadership on churchstate relations
A public lecture on the
Socio-economic &
political formation of
the ‘Nation” by Rev Dr A

45 Participants
12 Women
33 Men

150 Participants
-+ 80 Women
-+ 70 Men

120 Participants
-+45 Women
-+25 Men

35 participants
14 Women
21 Men

300 Participants
-+ 190 Women
-+ 110 Men

leadership

Public Lecture

10 September 2015,
UKZN, Durban, RSA

Academics,
University
management,
Students & church
leadership

Boesak
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in advocacy
A presentation on
‘Reconscientising South
African Communities
towards self-reliance: A
‘Ghost dance’ with John
Langalibalele Dube and
Steve Biko by Mr D
Ndlovu
Outcomes: Beneficiaries
participate in dialogue
on self-reliance

350 Participants
-+ 220 Women
-+ 130 Men

Description
The Public Theology Programme has always maintained a research and community engagement
characteristics within the organization. Last year the programme became increasingly focused on
research and public lectures because of the demands of the context. Most of the work done was
through public lectures in areas of ecumenism, prophetic public theology and Xenophobia. The
Programme also interacted with students and the churches as part of its advocacy & lobbying
component.

The Annual JL Dube Lecture presented by Mr Duma Ndlovu on self-reliance: Religion and Politics

Analysis
The Public Theology Programme provides and creates platforms that promote prophetic public
theology. The Programme advocates for church-state relations on pertinent and contemporary religious
and political challenges. There is a link between Body Theology, Bread Theology and Public Theology
especially on issues relating to sexuality, economy and politics. The three are interrelated and can be
articulated as public theology. When the church speaks prophetically on issues of sexuality; the
economy and governance, and challenge those responsible for the injustices; this is understood by the
organization to be prophetic public theology.
It is critical to underscore the importance of ‘prophetic public theology,’ because even church and state
theologies can be articulated as public theology by those who promote such oppressive and ‘toxic’
theologies. However, the prophetic Public Theology is biased towards the poor and marginalized
sectors of the community and the church. It is designed to engaged the state and advocate for the
protection of those less priviledge through dialogue between church-state. The church being
understood to represent the communities at grassroots level where the poor and the marginalized
communities live. In 2015 the programme created important spaces for both church-state and the
academy to interact on contemporary challenges in the public realm. The Marikana massacre, the
Nkandla saga and Xenophobia were the critical areas that the programme engaged critically in the public
domain. The Programme hosted a few public lectures to engage with the issues in the public and to
generate dicussions. The JL Dube lecture and Dr Allan Boesak Lecture were primarily focusing on the
church-state relations and challenging the church to speak truth to power in the interest of the public
whose hope is solely in the church as an agent of social transformation. The fundamental problem
facing public theology is a polarized church that is not able to speak prophetically on any public issue.
The reason for this is because the church as an institution is politically compromised. The government
has set up these uncritical and artificial ‘religious structures’ that are not ideologically astute to engage
government on policy formulation; other than to be used by government for moral regeneration
projects that gives recognition and financial benefit to individuals within the church. This has silences
the voice of the prophetic public church on important national debates.

Planning
In 2016 the Public Theology Programme will re-introduce its Clergy training on religion & democracy as
part of the preparation for the election. The training will help deepen theological reflection on prophetic
public theology. The programme will also continue to organize strategic public lectures to promote
public theology within the churches.
Conclusion
The year 2015 was challenging in the programme as reflected by limited activities in the report due to
funding constraints and personnel. There are signs that 2016 will be much better as we plan to
collaborate and mainstream our work.

EARTH THEOLOGY
Co-ordinator: Prof Gerald West
Part Time Staff:
Dr Wehushe Lubunga
Mr Roger Ndawula
Introduction
The Earth Theology Programme provides an overview of the activities in this critical area of our work in
the organization. It is a combination of community based dialogue on religion & environment and public
lectures.

Rev Dr Lubunga facilitated a workshop on God and the Environment in the community of Kwa Nxamalala

Activity
Workshop

When & Where
5 August 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
UKZN, RSA

With Whom
Academics, Nigerian
church leaders, &
students

Public Lecture

12 August 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
UKZN, RSA

Academics, church
leaders & students

Workshop

30-31 October 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Activists &
organizations

Workshop

30-31 November
2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

Activists &
organizations

What & How
Contextual Bible
Study (CBS) on land
& environment
facilitated by Dr W
Lubunga & Mr Roger
Ndawula
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
mobilization
Public lecture on
religion &
environment
presented by Rev Dr
K Kaoma
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
dialogue on religion
& the environment
Contextual Bible
Study (CBS) on ‘Why
Christians should
engage in
environmental
issues’ facilitated by
Rev Dr W Lubunga &
Mr Roger Ndawula
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
dialogue &
mobilization
Contextual Bible
Study (CBS) on land
& climate change
facilitated by Dr W
Lubunga & Mr Roger
Ndawula
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
mobilization

Numbers
34 Participants
22 Women
12 Men

60 Participants
45 Women
15 Men

21 Participants
10 Women
11 Men

22 Participants
10 Women
12 Men

Description
The Earth Theology Programme engages with the theme of religion & environment particularly the
creation narrative and the importance of caring for the environment. The environment is an important
focus area in our context because of climate change that has damaged our natural resources like dams
and forests. The programme is creating opportunities for the church and communities affected by
climate change to dialogue.

Prof Gunther Wittenberg Lecture on Religion & the Environment presented by Rev Dr Kapya Kaoma
Analysis
There is a relationship between Bread Theology, Public Theology & Earth Theology. These programmes
engage directly with the economy, governance and the environment. The organization cannot speak
prophetically in public on the economy and politics without addressing the environment and its
immediate impact on the economy and politics. Similar to the economy and politics, the environment is
critical for social development. The recent drought and water shortages signal a national crisis for the
poor communities who cannot afford to pay for clean and adequate water that the Constitution
provides as a right to every South Africa. The Earth Theology Programme has the responsibility to
address these contemporary environmental issues theological. The Prof Gunther Wittenberg lecture

provided a platform for such engagement within the programme. The dialogue on religion &
environment will feature prominently because of its importance globally.
The programme is committed to environmental justice for the poor communities hence the dialogues on
the relationship between religion and the environment. Research indicates that about 80% of the
people in the world do not have access to clean and adequate water due to global warming and climate
change. These figures are frightening and those living in the rural areas will testify to this reality because
they share dirty water with cattles and horses. The environment is polluted and therefore creates health
risks for the communities. The debates on coal and fracking are some of the challenges that the Earth
Theology is grappling with in its commitment to environmental justice. The Eshowe communities are still
engage in discussions to preserve their land for agricultural and subsistence purposes against Private
Public Partnership (PPP) that wants to deprive them of this right. The justification for this is that they will
build a Mine on the land that will create jobs for the community. The question is at what cost is this
being done? The Mine will pollute the environment and create few casual jobs and in the meantime
cause health risks to thousands of residents in the area. Is this worthy it? The community is fighting to
protect the land and the environment. The theology of creation underscores the importance of
appreciating the earth and creation. God created the earth and said, “It was good” but the people have
destroyed the earth with their greed and abuse of power.
Planning
The focus in 2016 will be on information collection and forging partnerships with organizations working
in the area of environment and climate change. We will also be developing new Contextual Bible Studies
on environment to assist the church to speak prophetically on the relationship between religion and
environment.
Conclusion
This report indicates the importance of Earth Theology in the communities and churches. The
partnership with organizations, communities and churches will contribute immensely towards
environmental justice.

PEOPLE’S THEOLOGY
Co-ordinator: Prof Gerald West
Part Time Staff:
Dr Lilian Siwila
Rev Luxolo Gqomfa
Introduction
The People’s Theology Programme report reflects the work done in the area of liberation theology
among religious and social movements.

The inaugural Prophet Isaiah Shembe Lecture presented by Prof Gerald West, coordinator of People’s
Theology Programme
Activity
Workshop

When & Where
8 February 2015,
Estcourt, RSA

With Whom
African Independent
Churches (AICs)

What & How
Contextual Bible
Study (CBS) on
prophetic Leadership
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane

Numbers
40 Participants
28 Women
12 Men

Workshop

15 March 2015,
Pietermaritzburg,
RSA

African Independent
Churches (AICs)

Community
Based Service
Learning

5 May 2015

Theology students
doing research on
AICs, AICs & Ujamaa

Community
Based Service
Learning

12 May 2015

Theology students
doing research on
AICs & Ujamaa

Workshop

23 June 2015,
UMlazi, Durban, RSA

Social Movements
(Abahlali
Basemjondolo) &
Ujamaa

Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
collaborate &
partner with other
AICs & the
Systematic Theology
Module (THEO
707/808)
Study (CBS) on
prophetic Leadership
facilitated by Rev S
Zwane
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries forge
new Partnerships
Emerging African
theologies within
AICs facilitated by Dr
L Siwila
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
dialogue on AICs
theology
Emerging African
theologies within
AICs facilitated by Dr
L Siwila
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
dialogue on AICs
theology
The ‘notion of
dignity’ as tool for
liberation & social
transformation
facilitated by Rev L
Gqomfa
Outcomes:
Beneficiaries
participate in
advocacy &
mobilization

25 Participants
14 Women
11 Men

Participants
3 Women
4 Men

7 Participants
3 Women
4 Men

20 Participants
9 Women
11 Men

Description
The People’s Theology Programme combines emerging theologies among the African Independent
Churches (AICs) and struggles of identity and human ‘dignity’ within social movements like Abahlali
Basemjondolo. The focus theme in 2015 was primarily the contribution of African theology to religion
and scholarship in general.

Theology students doing research on AICs during a field visit to the Holy Ethiopian Catholic Church in
Zion in Ladysmith
Analysis
The People’s Theology Programme is primarily concerned with emerging theologies from ordinary
members and social groups within the community in the form of inchoate (‘incipient’) theology. This
‘raw’ communal theology provides an alternative voice to ‘toxic’ commercialized theology that is
dominant within the new charismatic churches. The inaugural Isaiah Shembe lecture provided a
platform to interrogate the contribution of African theology to Biblical scholarship dominated by
Western scholars. The coordinator of the programme gave the inaugural lecture with the Ebuhleni
faction as respondents to the presentation. The dialogue was very productive and highlighted both
strengths and weaknesses with African theology and its contribution to biblical scholarship. The Shembe
church is part of the AICs but belongs to a group known as ‘Messianic’ churches. The missionaries and
scholars refers to them as ‘Messianic’ because of their controversial view of Christology and the Trinity.
The leaders of ‘Messianic’ churches, according to some scholar take the position of Jesus Christ in the
Trinity, and they become the ‘Messiah’ hence the term ‘Messianic.’ This is contested by some of these
churches as a distortion of their theological position by outsiders. These are some of the exciting

debates within AICs. This is one of the focus areas of the programme and is linked to social movements
that seek ‘dignity’ as people created in God’s image.
The Social Movements are also religious people who are oppressed by a systemic and structural force
that deprives them their human dignity and freedom. Abahlali Basemjondolo has been searching for a
liberating theology that embraces their fundamental need for dignity and freedom without success. In
2015 they even took a decision to start their own church to meet their spiritual and ideological needs.
Ujamaa Centre has been providing the religious and theological reflection in their meetings and events.
The Contextual Bible Study (CBS) has created a platform for them to search for an alternative theological
voice. It is evident that the current churches are not addressing this need for human dignity and
freedom. This is because of the commercialization of religion by neo-charismatic churches advancing
church theology.
Planning
In 2016 the programme will continue to work with AICs and the Social Movements and collaborate with
other organizations interested in similar project to minimize expenses. Emerging theologies of African
churches and social movements will remain the focus areas of the programme.
Conclusion
The report provides a picture of a growing programme with a potential to address the critical challenges
among AICs and Social Movements.

